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A B S T R A C T

High penetration of renewable and sustainable Distributed Energy Resources (DER) into the traditional
distribution system requires a well-coordinated control strategy for the improvement of system-wide reliability
and resiliency. Implementation of such a holistic control architecture requires a flexible, near real-time,
and bi-directional communication framework for facilitating the participation of various agents in a multi-
vendor heterogeneous smart grid. While the sustainability of energy generation is ensured, this exposes the
smart grid to extrinsic cyber threats, and appropriate defense mechanism(s) must be deployed to guarantee
continued reliability and resiliency of the power grid. The comprehensive literature review presented in this
paper discusses the latest trends in the DER control schemes with fast communication requirements and
their accompanying cyber–physical vulnerabilities. These control schemes are compared and contrasted for
various traits. A three-level DER system architecture has been depicted, facilitating the deployment of these
control schemes. The current developments of standard communication protocols, key security mechanisms,
and best practices along major standards and guidelines are explored. The impacts of different attack types with
miscellaneous DER functions based on various control schemes and associated mitigation solutions are also
provided. Finally, challenges and future research directions for limiting cyber-power susceptibility to enhance
resiliency are summarized. The work presented here will help us enabling a cyber-resilient and sustainable
smart electric grid.
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1. Introduction

Rapid increase in the penetration of renewable distributed energy
resources (DERs) in the distribution network around the globe creates
a paradigm shift in the traditional generation and electricity consump-
tion. DERs include most of the non-bulk energy generation resources,
such as distributed generators (DGs), behind the meter renewable or
non-renewable generators, energy storage devices (including electric
vehicles), and co-generation [1]. Increasing penetration of these DERs
induces a never-before-seen fast voltage and frequency alteration into
the distribution grid. These intermittent generators also contribute little
to no inertia into the grid, resulting in fast frequency fluctuation.
These new devices cannot automatically adjust to the post-disturbance
power injection [2], and they rely heavily on the communication
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infrastructure. Increasing penetration of these small-capacity devices
extensively requires coordination among themselves. This significant
evolution in the power generation scheme has propelled the utilities
and stakeholders to rethink the operation and protection of the modern
active distribution grid [3].

Available standards and practices, such as IEEE 1547, CA Rule
21, Hawaii Rule 14H, and NISTIR 7628, help achieve the desired
coordination requirement under these new paradigm. Typically, the
standards for the DER interconnection are available in IEEE 1547
document [4], and are used worldwide. The CA Rule 21 governs aspects
of the interconnection between the DERs and the larger power grid in
California, which includes the standard for the integration of inverter-
interfaced generators at the residential point of common coupling
1
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(PCC), and metering requirements. Furthermore, the Smart Inverter
Working Group (SIWG) is established by the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) and the California Energy Commission (CEC) to
develop and continuously improve this rule [5]. The Hawaii 14H rule
applies to the interconnection standards for the state of Hawaii. The
United States Department of Energy is also committed to create a
comprehensive set of rules and regulations for the DERs within the
utility operated smart grids.

Along with other engineering challenges, the discussed communi-
cation and interaction requirements for the DERs significantly impact
the security and resiliency of the grid. Most of the communication
requirements originate from necessary DER control actions, and there-
fore, the topology of the communication network often becomes a
function of control requirements. Hence, control schemes often have
a one-to-one relationship with system resiliency. Lack of built-in se-
curity mechanisms makes certain communication protocols more vul-
nerable to cyber-attacks. Additionally, although measuring equipments
like phasor measurement units (PMUs), automatic metering interfaces
(AMIs) uses standardized communication protocols (details can be
found at [6]), as discussed, the lack of security features in communicat-
ing these measurements can also facilitate an attacker in establishing
a coordinated attack. Consequently, the utilization of communication
protocols with multiple security mechanisms for the prevention and
mitigation of cyber-attacks is always justifiable.

In this regard, the NISTIR 7628 lays out the premise for cybersecu-
rity in regards to the DERs applications, where the primary goal is to
achieve control over a large system consisting of DERs through com-
munication in a secure manner [7]. The establishment of such a secure
communication framework will help us preserve the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability (CIA) of the critical information within the
grid. Once the attacker has invaded the communication network, the
operator has to utilize sophisticated intrusion, and anomaly detection
schemes to separate the coordinated attack from bad data [8]. How-
ever, compared to such a reactive approach, identifying the specific
vulnerabilities of each of the different control actions and associated
fortification of the communication channel will facilitate proactively
defend the grid. Additionally, strategic investment in cybersecurity
fortification will also assist us to achieve it more efficiently.

The primary objective of this paper is a comprehensive litera-
ture review for cyber–physical vulnerability and resiliency analysis
for various DER functionalities and the requisite security protocols.
Such an analysis will lead to comprehensive information needed for
achieving a secure, reliable, and resilient grid operation with DERs.
Whilst many review papers exist in the literature that deals with
each of the above-mentioned topics separately, a discussion on various
cyber–physical vulnerabilities of different DER control applications,
associated impact on system resiliency, and mitigation strategies, in a
holistic manner have never been reported before, to the best knowledge
of authors. Comprehensive analysis presented in this work allows for
the investigation of DER function-specific vulnerabilities and mitigation
techniques separately, which has distinguished this work from other
review papers. To this end, first, DER functions and their associated
control schemes and communication requirements are briefly reviewed.
DER system architecture is explained next, and DER standard commu-
nication protocols are discussed. Subsequently, key vulnerabilities and
threats related to DER control applications and their extensive com-
munication requirements are summarized, and the associated impact
on power system resiliency are outlined. Finally, the relation among
various DER functions, control schemes, cyber susceptibility impacts,
and mitigation mechanisms against adverse attacks are presented, and
trends and cyber requirements of the future grid are discussed. This
sequential treatment framework is pictographically presented in Fig. 1,
which also illustrates the section-wise organization of the paper.

Consequently, the contribution of this review article is threefold:
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• Provided a detailed literature review of various DER functions
with a specific focus on their associated control schemes and
communication requirements. The desired cyber-fortification de-
mands identifying the key DER-specific control functions requir-
ing fast communication protocols, which, if compromised, can
be detrimental to the power system operation. Utilizing the in-
sights from the detailed literature review, a qualitative com-
parison among alternative DER control schemes with respect to
different attributes, such as communication and computational
requirement, performance optimality, and cyber resiliency, are
presented.

• Analyzed communication requirements for the desired mission-
critical DER functions, requiring fast communication utilizing an
existing five-level DER system architecture. Standard communi-
cation protocols for DERs along with their specific vulnerabilities
and mitigation strategies are also reviewed.

• Analyzed cyber-attacks and associated preventive security mech-
anisms with alternative DER standard communication protocols
based on the CIA triad. Subsequently, risks, impact level, and
recommended mitigation and cyber fortification solutions are
compared and contrasted for different DER functions with avail-
able control schemes. Based on the detailed analysis presented
in this work, we have also identified key challenges and di-
rections for future development to enable a cyber-secure and
cyber-resilient DER-rich power grid.

2. Requisite control functions to support distribution system
through DERs

The primary reason behind the integration of renewable-interfaced
DERs is to displace the existing conventional generators and incentivize
the utilization of clean energy resources. Furthermore, DERs can also
improve the distribution network operation significantly and support
the grid [9], and in this regard, different ancillary services provision
from the DERs are discussed in [10]. For example, since DERs en-
able the local generation of power, local load-generation imbalance,
vis-á-vis, power losses in the distribution network are significantly
reduced. Generally speaking, in contrast to bulk power producers,
the rated capacity of these DERs are minuscule; however, with in-
creasing penetration of DERs, the control of these devices has also
become challenging [11]. Furthermore, the inherent intermittency of
renewable-based DERs can also lead to voltage and frequency fluctua-
tion within the future power system. In this regard, a detailed review
embracing the DER integration challenges is given in [12].

Therefore, there is a need to clearly define a set of standard func-
tionalities of the DERs and desirable coordination mechanisms that
help us avoid associated drawbacks while enhancing reliability and re-
siliency of active distribution network. Such coordination mechanisms
have also instigated new communication requirements, with the need
for more flexible and bi-directional communication on the network that
is detailed in IEEE-1547 [4] and CA Rule 21 [5]. In this section, some
of these additional functionalities of DERs with the fast communication
interface requirements are revisited. Associated requisite supervisory
control actions are also discussed. Since the dynamics of the movement
of entities in the electricity market are slower, this work stresses control
and coordination requirements that operate faster.

2.1. DER control schemes

The coordination among the DER controllers, and coordinators is
heavily influenced by the inter-DER and DER-coordinator communi-
cation framework. Broadly speaking, there exist four control schemes,
defined as follows:

Local Control: This class of controllers mainly relies on ‘‘droop’’
characteristics among active and reactive power, voltage and fre-
quency, as given in the IEEE-1547 standard. This control class utilizes



Fig. 1. Overview of cyber–physical vulnerabilities and resiliency with DER integration.
the physical relationship among power system parameters to determine
the control strategy. The measurement and control actions are primarily
local, with no communication required among the controllers. Never-
theless, droop-configuration set points can be obtained from one of the
coordinators. Considering the control action is myopic, the controller
often suffers from stability issues in a larger network, and endures
susceptibility to local measurement noises.

Centralized Control: Since the electricity network’s performance
is reliant on the collective action of different parts of the system
that are connected by power network, traditionally, all the controllers
measure and communicate local information to a central controller
who computes control action and informs the local controller. While
the local controllers are no longer needed in this regard, the central
level’s computation requirement becomes enormous. Furthermore, lo-
cal measurement and control action requires significant communication
infrastructure, and control actions are inherently delayed.

Decentralized Control: Like centralized control, here the local co-
ordinators also communicate with higher-level coordinators; however,
all the local measurements are not aggregated at a central location;
rather, a group of controllers is clustered with one coordinator and
coordinators communicate among each other for the consensus. There-
fore, in decentralized control, there will be two or more coordinators.
Consequently, the centralized computation requirement in this control
scheme will be notably reduced.

Distributed Control: Central coordinators are absent in the dis-
tributed control, and local controllers communicate with their topolog-
ical neighbors to reach the consensus. Therefore, all the control entities
in this scheme are autonomous at the same hierarchical level.

Fig. 2 provides the schematic diagrams of the above-mentioned
schemes and contrasts the arrangement of the controller and sensing
nodes with coordination and management nodes on those schemes.
The sensing and controller nodes and coordination and management
nodes are clearly identified. It can be clearly seen that in the case of
centralized control, all the local measurements are brought to single
coordination and management node through bidirectional communica-
tion, while local control does not require coordination (communication
needed only for parameter update). Decentralized control derives some
of the benefits of a central controller but is made resilient through clus-
tering. In the absence of a leader–follower structure, each node needs
3

Fig. 2. Centralized, Decentralized, Distributed, and Local Control Schemes.



to have sensing and coordinating capability in distributed control. The
coarseness of the communication is, of course, driven by the control
function. The use of these control schemes for various DER functions is
discussed next.

2.2. DER for voltage support

Increasing variability in the power injection with the high pene-
tration of renewable-interfaced DERs directly translates into voltage
fluctuations [13]. Traditional relationship among network voltage and
reactive power injection motivates us to use conventional devices, such
as on-load tap-changing transformers (OLTC), capacitor banks and volt-
age regulators to inject reactive power into the grid for voltage control;
yet, the use of mechanical switches prohibits continuous control of
these devices. While the fast voltage variation induced by renewable
energy resources could have been absorbed by reactive power provi-
sion from inverter-interfaced resources, the older IEEE 1547 standard
prohibits the same. However, enabled by the IEEE 1547-2018 standard,
while utilizing computing, sensing, and communication capabilities of
the DERs, one can limit voltage variations within desired limits using
local DERs. Various recently developed control frameworks utilized for
voltage control are discussed in the following paragraphs:

2.2.1. Local voltage control
As discussed, the primary benefit of this control method is its com-

munication agnostic nature [14]. The local Volt/VAR control scheme
based on the droop control strategy proposed in IEEE 1547-2008 stan-
dard is provided in [13,15,16]. The integration of a droop-based volt-
age control loop within the PV inverters to limit the generated transient
is considered in [16]. A volt/var control algorithm has been discussed
in [15], where, the objective function is shown to be Lyapunov func-
tion, implying its global asymptotic stability. Furthermore, a higher
R/X ratio of the distribution network also enforces the use of active
power for voltage control [17,18]. Voltage control for simultaneously
controlling of both active and reactive power output from battery stor-
age devices has been considered in [13,19]. Droop-based network-wide
overvoltage protection has also been considered in [20,21].

However, it has been shown that droop-type controllers (espe-
cially [15]) suffer from instability and inefficiency issues, especially
when the network is large [22]. Two different types of controllers have
been chosen in [16], and, among them, instantaneous reactive power
injection based on droop characteristics result in instabilities. Such
instabilities can be mitigated if the controller characteristics mimics
first-order response. In the controller designed by Varentec Inc. [23],
control actions are taken by the edge devices with set-points received
from the central location. Based on the received set-points with the
OPF problem, each controller designed by [24] acts to limit voltage
variation. Based on the coefficients received from the centralized power
measurement unit local DER controllers nodal voltages are controlled
in [25].

2.2.2. Decentralized voltage control
A fully decentralized approach, where the central controller gen-

erates possible future scenarios in terms of load and renewable power
generation and solves stochastic control problems to determine possible
control actions, has been considered [26]. Nevertheless, the drawback
of this method arises from the finiteness of the computational oper-
ating horizon. A strategy that limits over-voltage through injection or
extraction of reactive power from diesel generators has been considered
in [27]. [28] shows that the decentralized control performs very well
to control voltage profile in a wind power plant in the presence of
non-negligible communication delays. Multiple cluster formation and
voltage sensitivity factor-based control mechanisms in each cluster
representing decentralized nodes are given in [29]. Higher data-rate
requirements with decentralized control are observed in a hardware-
in-loop arrangement, and the bandwidth requirement increases with
increasing network size [30].
4

2.2.3. Distributed voltage control
Typically, the distributed voltage control is based on consensus-

based method. Although voltage control is usually carried out through
the injection of reactive power, due to higher R/X ratio of distribu-
tion network, control of voltage through active power injection from
battery storage devices also gains significance. Active control of dis-
tribution network voltage profile through a consensus-based algorithm
is discussed in [31]. Here, a weighted consensus algorithm decides
proportional sharing of power, and dynamic consensus control prevents
over-extraction of charge from the depleting batteries. In another work,
consensus-based sharing of information about active power shortage in
the batteries, and convergence of power production from individual
devices are considered in [32]. A two-level voltage control mecha-
nism, consisting of droop-based control action in the lower-level and
consensus-based control action upper-level, is discussed in [33]. An-
other active power injection-based voltage control strategy based on
the leader-following method has been discussed in [34].

Duality-based approaches for distributed volt–var control has also
been considered in the literature. Typically the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) requires the presence of a coordina-
tor for the convergence of the algorithm. A consensus-based ADMM
approach has been considered in [35] for regulating the voltage pro-
file through reactive power injection. Recently discussed distributed
control methods are based on primal–dual iterative methods [36].
A two-stage distributed voltage control algorithm, where the second
stage deploys distributed communication and control for over-voltage
prevention, has been considered in [37]. Additionally, in the controller
proposed by Panasonic Corp., the control action is selected by each of
the controllers based on the information (in terms of active and reactive
power dispatch) from other peers [38].

2.2.4. Centralized voltage control
Ref. [39] acknowledges that the typical implementation of central-

ized voltage control is inadequate when the power generation fluc-
tuation level is too high. To combat conventional VAR generators’
infrequent operational requirements, they have used satellite-measured
solar irradiation data for simultaneous forecasting and calculating the
desired control actions. However, it is crucial to note that the ac-
cessibility of satellite-observed data is both limited and expensive.
Improvement of voltage profile through simultaneous injection of ac-
tive and reactive power in a centralized framework is discussed in [40].
The controller extensively relies on the forecast, and optimization is
carried out by a heuristic-based approach, which may not be suitable
from a real-time control point of view. A model predictive control-
based centralized controller for determining OLTC and DER set-points
are discussed in [41], where, operation of OLTCs is suitably adjusted
to combat frequent switching problems while achieving desirable re-
sponse. While [28] claims that decreasing communication delay in a
centralized communication framework can significantly improve sys-
tem response, it is well-known that centralized control heavily relies
on the communication protocol and reduction in the delay is unlikely,
other than in a small system.

Improvement in voltage profile through centralized control of both
active and reactive power is considered in [42] for a three-phase
unbalanced system. While the authors claim that the controller per-
formance remains unaffected by computational and communication
delay of 1 min, they remain silent on intra-minute power fluctuation.
Furthermore, it is imminent that in addition to the discussed pitfalls,
the amount of data collection and over-reliance on the central database
makes this control architecture an easy target for cyber-security threats.
Furthermore, failure in the central supervisor equates to the loss of
control in the entire system [29]. From the industry side, the con-
troller designed by Mitsubishi Electric Corp. [43] is designed to operate
voltage within bound and the one designed by Dominion Resources,
Inc [44] utilizes AMI data. Centralized voltage and frequency control

in a microgrid are considered in [45].



2.3. Frequency support with DER

The frequency of a power system is closely related to the load-
generation balance within a network, and it must be regulated around
the associated nominal value. In the conventional power system, the
inertial constant is relatively high, and the system frequency is reg-
ulated by the built-in automatic generation control (AGC) [46]. In
an active distributed system, DER can contribute to the frequency
regulation and is essential if the network is required to be operated
as a microgrid. However, the integration of renewable-interfaced DERs
introduces new challenges for frequency control because of the lack
of inertial support. Furthermore, with increasing penetration of clean
energy DERs, while replacing conventional generators, the rotational
inertia of conventional power system is on the decline along with
the introduction of increasing fast-variation due to renewable penetra-
tion [47]. The resulting power system suffers from the higher rate of
change of frequency (ROCOF), lower frequency nadir, even with a small
power imbalance. However, unlike conventional generators, DERs are
of faster dynamics, making them suitable for quicker reserve provision.

Typically, a phase-locked loop (PLL) is utilized to synchronize the
DERs into the grid. In the grid-connected mode, unless specifically
designed, DERs may not be responsible for responding to system fre-
quency; however, they should actively participate in the frequency reg-
ulation during the islanded operation. The decentralized frequency con-
trol method can reduce dependency on the communication layer [48],
but, solely relying on local frequency measurement for ROCOF de-
tection may be expensive, and often lead to false triggering with
inverter-interfaced resources [49]. Although, traditional centralized
frequency control has an excellent transient response, due to the need
of a wide-area data acquisition system and associated communication
delays, the system can move to instability, especially in a reduced
inertia system [50].

As in voltage control, different controller design types for frequency
control are also available in the literature and a few recent literature is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.3.1. Local frequency control
In the conventional power system, all the synchronous machine-

based generators simultaneously respond to system-wide frequency
deviation by the virtue of its inherent rotational inertia. The droop-
based mechanism is a feedback control that synchronously responds to
such frequency deviation, and is a widely used technique to control
system frequency. In the current AGC-based mechanism, conventional
generators participate in the regulation market, and their regulation set
points are frequently adjusted [51].

Unlike voltage, it is imminent that frequency has a system-wide im-
plication, and all the control action needs to be coordinated by a central
controller through set points. Stabilizing system frequency following
disturbance gains the highest priority, and researchers have focused
on local control strategies to inject the optimal amount of power from
wind turbine-based generators [52,53]. While frequency control utiliz-
ing inverters in [54] is solely based on local measurements, they are
silent on consequences of pollution in local frequency measurements.
Similarly, droop-based local frequency control and frequency reference
set by a central controller in microgrid settings are considered in [55].

2.3.2. Decentralized frequency control
Local control methodologies are mainly suitable for synchronous

machine-based generators since they inherently respond to system
frequency imbalance through speed governor. To avoid using pol-
luted local frequency measurement (as a substitute for the lack of
speed-governor action) for determining the control action, the local
frequency is calculated based on multiple local measurements and
directly communicated with DERs for frequency control [56–58]. How-
ever, centralized frequency measurement and communication make

primary frequency response to become inherently delayed, which is
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further complicated by reduced system inertia with increasing pen-
etration of inverter-interfaced DERs. If these delays are significant,
the system can quickly move towards instability [50]. Furthermore,
reliance on communication networks induces an additional point of
vulnerability into the power system. Nevertheless, decentralized con-
trol with DERs has been widely discussed in the literature, but in
most cases, their application is limited to tuning PID parameter gains
for the secondary frequency control loop [59–61]. Additionally, such
secondary frequency control frameworks can be suitably adjusted for
multi-autonomous microgrid power-sharing [62].

2.3.3. Distributed frequency control
Unlike distributed voltage control, distributed frequency controllers

participate in the hierarchically upper level. Typically, local generators
with built-in primary control respond immediately after a disturbance,
which inherently results in steady-state frequency error. To induce the
steady-state frequency error to become zero, the secondary control loop
with AGCs kicks in. Typically, AGCs consists of PI controllers with the
inputs being area frequency error, and it creates a set point for indi-
vidual generators. With increasing penetration of DERs, it is expected
that DERs would also respond in AGC action. While distributed AGC
action is preferable, considering inherent drawbacks associated with
distributed PI control, in the inner control loop, frequency is controlled
against a dynamic frequency reference. Here, the reference frequency is
controlled utilizing a PI-controller, decreasing the steady-state error to
zero [63]. The system frequency in the developed consensus protocols,
in [64], with integral control action is shown converge asymptotically.
In another analysis, a distributed controller with PI structure is utilized
to control bus frequency [65]. In the same work, it has been shown
that, although centralized controllers can achieve better performance
compared to distributed control, they require detailed information
consisting of power system parameters along with system-wide load-
generation imbalance. This is very much communication intensive.
Feasible cooperation-based distributed model predictive control has
been employed in [66] to achieve cooperation for power-sharing to
achieve zero area control error. However, the distributed-ness of the
control algorithm is limited to large generators, and DERs can only
participate through local energy management system.

2.3.4. Centralized frequency control
Although local controllers’ response in the traditional grid is based

on local droop, the reliance of local generators on the centralized
market makes them centralized [67,68]. Furthermore, since droop
alone would introduce steady-state frequency error, the proportional–
integral (PI) control loop is generally deployed to reduce the frequency
error to zero, and is also a widely accepted technique. However, a
PI controller’s gains rely on system operating point and need to be
properly tuned; one of such coordinated techniques to tune PI controller
gains optimally based on particle swarm optimization algorithm is
available in [69]. Furthermore, in a microgrid architecture, centralized
frequency controller can be used to control demand responding (DR)
loads [70–73]. In all of these cases, control action is communicated
remotely to all of the DER controllers.

2.4. Emergency control action

Accidents happen. With the increasing penetration of DER in the
smart grid, while it is intended that the DERs should continue to
operate as a microgrid even during disasters, they must react to the
emergency situations for the power grid’s operational safety. In the
following paragraphs, we discuss different requirements needed to be
satisfied to avoid hazardous conditions during disasters. In this regard,
a review of DER’s different functions during islanded operating mode

is given in [74].



2.4.1. Anti-islanding protection
Traditionally, in the radial distribution network, all the down-

stream nodes are automatically disconnected from the rest of the
healthy part of the system in the post-fault protection mechanism
operation. In the active distribution system, the disconnected system
can operate in the islanded mode. While it is desirable that a part
of the electricity grid should continue to operate normally when the
power system is under fault, it is desirable to avoid the formation
of unintentional islands, since they can threaten the safety of the
repair crews. Also, lack of proper synchronization following the re-
connection can lead the entire power system to instability. Therefore,
it is essential to detect the formation of such unintentional islands.
Many studies focus on the various anti-islanding approaches and re-
views of islanding detection and protection techniques are available
in [75,76]. Anti-islanding protection strategies can be categorized into
two groups, (a) measurement-based anti-islanding approaches and (b)
direct command-based control approaches.

1. Measurement-based Anti-Islanding Approaches: These Anti-Islanding
(AI) approaches utilize local measurements for islanding detection. It
can be achieved under both passive and active paradigms. Passive
approaches rely on local parameters measurements at the point of
standard connection and anomaly detection based on the local mea-
surement of (voltage magnitude, frequency, ROCOF, etc.). DERs will
be tripped provided that any of the local measurements surpasses the
preset threshold. While this methodology is simple and inexpensive,
it suffers from extensive non-detecting zones (NDZs). Large NDZs are
typically caused by synchronous generator-based DGs, with high iner-
tia, or unavailability of significant deviation in the local measurement
due to small load-generation imbalance [77,78]. Consequently, local
measurement based passive approaches are seldom used in practice.

Active anti-islanding approaches rely on the continuous injection
of small disturbances with positive feedback in the control loop of
inverter-based DERs [79]. In the grid-connected mode, these distur-
bances do not affect the stability of the system. However, once islanded,
such small disturbances can create larger voltage and frequency ex-
cursion, leading to automatic triggering of conventional protection
mechanisms. Typical active islanding detection approaches include
Sandia frequency shift (SFS) and Sandia voltage shift (SVS) [80]. These
techniques are inexpensive to implement and have been successfully
adopted in the industry. However, since this method relies on an
active injection of disturbances, improper system design can lead to
instability.

The other measurement-based approaches utilizes power line com-
munications (PLCs). A constant signal frequency is injected from up-
stream nodes, and the absence of which signifies islanded condi-
tion [81,82]. For example, the PLC signal of the frequency range of
250–500 kHz is utilized in [81].

2. Direct Command-based Control Approaches: Typically, a direct
transfer trip (DTT) mechanism is one of the most sophisticated
communication-based approaches for protecting against unintentional
islanding [83]. This mechanism relies on continuous monitoring of
reclosers, and upon detection of an island, all the downstream DERs
are turned off. However, such a method is very expensive, has higher
implementation complexity, and is vulnerable to cyber-threats.

2.4.2. Voltage and frequency ride through (V/FRT)
The majority of the faults occurring within the distribution net-

work are temporary and can automatically clear themselves without
requiring manual intervention. Therefore, it is not desirable that DERs
to become immediately disconnected following a surge/fault; instead,
DER should remain connected into the grid for a finite duration,
expecting the fault to clear itself. This is supported by the fact that DERs
have limited capability to feed the faults contrary to the main grid [84].
However, the situation becomes complicated with increasing penetra-
tion of DERs, because, if DERs are immediately disconnected after the

temporary fault is cleared, it is expected that both local voltage and
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frequency would fall after fault clearing, resulting in cascaded failure.
This phenomenon is majorly observed in wind power plants, and to
combat this challenge, the ride-through capability requirements were
first implemented by E.ON-Netz [85]. Fault ride-through capabilities
are specific to DERs and are implemented locally. The grid code in this
regard can be available from [86]. The technical implication of existing
V/FRT standards is also available in [84].

2.5. Power quality support functions

While it is desirable that the voltage and frequency at the PCC re-
mains at the nominal magnitude, and are purely sinusoids, imperfection
of the power system made them deviate from such requirements [87].
Additionally, the integration of inverter-interfaced DERs forces the
system to significantly deviate from such a nominal standard. The lines’
impedance make the drooped voltage to be perceivable further away
from the fault location, and the typical regulation devices are unable
to improve such dropped voltage significantly. Furthermore, even if it
occurs only for a very short duration, such low-voltage can lead to the
shutting down of susceptible equipment [88]. Typically, power quality
(PQ) issues are categorized into: (i) voltage sags, (ii) voltage fluctuation
and flicker, (iii) voltage and current unbalance, (iv) voltage and current
harmonics and (v) overvoltages. Impact of power quality issues do not
remain limited to the power system, rather, the high-frequency voltage
and current components can interact and create interference in the
nearby telecommunication lines [89].

2.6. Monitoring and support functionalities

Monitoring of DERs is important to determine systems’ capacity to
operate at its designed potential during an abnormal condition, while
enabling us to carry out future analysis. Furthermore, the reliability
of the system is enhanced notably when the situation of the system
and associated control action are frequently monitored. One of the
widely monitored DER parameters is the system operating temperature.
It is well known that the operating condition of the system will be
dynamically rated, if the system operating temperature is beyond the
set point. To mitigate the problem of false alarm, information from
multiple neighborhood DERs are required to be cross verified, and
therefore, control action should not be local. Often times, additional
disconnection of one or more communication channels are considered
as the consequence of an actual event. Furthermore, as the edge devices
are growing to become intelligent, they can detect and send alert for
anomalies [90]. A remote temperature monitoring algorithm has been
proposed in [91,92] as a part of predictive condition monitoring tool.
Automated shutoff and alert monitoring following a fire event along
with the remote operation of automatic fire extinguishers has been
considered in [93]. While, the requisite monitoring for the proactive
response to the evolving cyber-threats has been considered in [94], it
is also to be noted that requisite monitoring can also make the sys-
tem vulnerable to cyberattacks, and recommended DER cybersecurity
functionalities are discussed in [95].

2.7. Typical hierarchical control architecture for a microgrid

As indicated earlier, in addition to being operated in a
grid-connected mode, DERs allow the grids to operate as islands while
increasing the resiliency of the entire power system [96]. However,
control of an islanded microgrid can be daunting [97] and often
requires specialized control hardware. Although the microgrids are
designed to operate in the islanded mode, it is expected that the
microgrids are capable to switch between grid-connected and islanded
mode whenever necessary. In grid-connected mode, the DERs will
usually operate in a grid-following mode; wherein, microgrid opera-
tion requires the operation of at least one DER in the grid-forming

mode [98]. Change of mode from grid-connected status to microgrid,



Fig. 3. A typical hierarchical architecture of DER in a microgrid.
and vice-versa, can be decided in a coordinated fashion. In the ab-
sence of synchronous machine-based DERs, inverter-interfaced DER can
provide voltage and frequency reference to the entire grid [99]. Lack
of speed-control requires direct communication of the local frequency
information into the controller.

Operational control of grid-connected microgrids utilizing a three-
layer, decentralized and agent-based control architecture based on [57,
74] is shown in Fig. 3. Such a control architecture is described as
follows:

1. Primary Control is locally carried out by individual DERs to
limit the local voltage and frequency fluctuation through the droop-
based mechanism. This level is equivalent to the local layer in the
distribution grid. Controllers responsible for voltage control can also
utilize distributed control techniques. Additionally, since the micro-
grids are capable of operating in an islanded fashion, the tasks carried
out by primary control also include islanding detection, voltage and
frequency fault ride through, and communicating local measurements
for monitoring and determining system alert condition.

2. Tasks in Secondary Control are coordinated by the microgrid
control center (MGCC) as a part of microgrid energy management
system (MEMS), and its responsibility is to ensure coordination among
facility management systems (FMS) and DERs, including managing of
intentional islands and load shedding. MGCC segregates the DERs into
clusters through FMS and communicates the set points to each of the
DERs for primary control [100]. This level is equivalent to facility layer
in the distribution network.

3. In the Tertiary Control level, MGCC interacts with the distri-
bution network operator (DNO) and market operator (MO) for the
market participants and establishment of the set point. In the grid
connected mode, the utility resides in this level. If the network becomes
isolated, the MGCCs and other FMS are controlled by DNO itself.
The advanced distribution management system (ADMS) and outage
management system (OMS) along with supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) continuously monitor and maintain a smoother
operation of the grid. It operates through the measurements obtained
from the physical layer through an advanced metering interface (AMI)
and global information system (GIS) data. When the microgrid gets
7

isolated, some of the supervisory actions in this layer will be taken care
of in the secondary control layer.

The MGCC also has to work on load-sharing (LS) optimization
in addition to the discussed droop-based voltage and frequency con-
trol. LS is a sophisticated task, especially in an islanded microgrid
because of multiple DERs [101]. Both the droop method and active
LS methods are used in this regard. Here, the droop-based method
requires minimal communication, while, active LS methods extensively
relies on intercommunication infrastructure. While local droop voltage
control actions are communication agnostic, low-bandwidth commu-
nication is still required for sharing the local frequency information,
synchronization, and data management purposes [102].

2.8. Comparison of the requisite control methods for DERs

Conventionally, centralized and local control techniques are widely
used due to their inherent implementational simplicity. Local con-
trol schemes require no communication infrastructure. Additionally,
most of these schemes are derived from the physical properties of
the power system, which although is less vulnerable to cyber at-
tacks, results into sub-optimality. However, with the integration of
many DERs with minuscule capacity, as discussed, overly relying on
either of the mentioned methods can be both unreliable and expen-
sive. Central controllers are computation and communication-intensive
and naturally delayed, while local controllers are myopic and exten-
sively rely on the system’s physical properties. Successively, decentral-
ized and distributed controllers have slowly started to replace existing
controllers.

In this regard, Table 1 shows the comparison of these control
schemes for different traits, which is consolidated from the discussed
existing literature. The pros and cons of each of the traits for the
discussed control schemes are reported, and subsequently, a qualitative
rank of each of the schemes is provided. It is clearly seen from our
discussion, and the proposed qualitative rank that none of the control
schemes unilaterally perform well across the discussed four traits, and
therefore, it is expected that a mix of all four different kinds of control
scheme will achieve the greater good. The discussed literature also
indicates the limited use of all the four different types of control



Table 1
Comparison between different types of control schemes (VH: Very high, H: High, M:Medium, L:Low, VL: Very Low)

Traits Centralized Decentralized Local Distributed

Communication
Requirement

Each DG node communicate with
the central coordinator following a
star topology (for 𝑛 nodes in the
distribution network requires 𝑛 − 1
bi-directional communication links).
It is possible that the data transfer
can take place through other nodes.
The back up links between nodes
can also be present in another
centralized topology. In this case, if
a link is broken, the data can be
transferred through the back up
link [H,VH]

Number of communication links can
vary depending upon existence of
computation nodes. Each of the
cluster member nodes
communicates with associated
coordinators — each of these
coordinators are also connected
through high speed links [H,VH]

Local controllers are reliant on
central controllers only for the
set-points/ can compute set-points
in a distributed way; but associated
communication requirement is
comparatively lower — each of the
controller operate autonomously
based on local measurements [L]

The sparsity of the communication
requirement among central
controllers determines the requisite
number of communication links —
in a distribution network with 𝑛
nodes there will be at least 𝑛 − 1
links — if the intra-nodal link
availabilities are coarse enough
then each node communicates with
𝑛 − 1 other nodes, totaling 𝑛(𝑛−1)

2
communication links — the
computational coordination
requirement requires the links to be
very fast [M,VH]

Computational
Requirement and
coordination

• Central node: Requires multiple
servers with high computations.
Computation is also needed to
handle coordination among the
back up links [VH]
• Edge devices: Each of the edge
devices reports local measurement
to the central agent, who in turn
computes the control action for all
the DGs — edge devices has lower
computation requirement [L]

• Cluster lead node: Needs to
compute the control action for the
cluster’s DGs. [H]
• Edge devices: Computational
requirement is similar to that of
centralized — each DG node reports
the data to the cluster lead [L]

• Edge devices: Each of the DGs
operate autonomously based on
local measurements. They do not
require any coordination [L,M]

• Edge devices: Each the
DG-controllers need to be
intelligent enough to coordinate
with its topological neighbors [M]

Performance
Optimality

Reliance on all the local
measurements in real-time makes
this control type to be the optimal
[VH]

While the DGs are separated into
several clusters, and each of the
cluster-coordinator computes the
control actions for the DGs; the
clusters need to coordinate among
themselves for overall optimality
[H]

The controllers, based on their local
measurements, acts on their own to
determine control actions — hence,
optimality is not guaranteed;
traditional literature utilizes
topology of the distribution
network for the coordinated control
action [VL]

Although this type of controller
ensures optimality, it is overly
reliant on communication network
for information exchange; unlike
other methods this controller is a
gradient-based method, and hence
convergence can be very slow; one
needs to continuously deploy
control actions to be in close-loop
which makes the controller often
prone to failure [H]

Cyber Resiliency • Communication: Since the
number of back up links is low,
failure of a link may lead to the
failure of the corresponding DGs
[VL]
• Computing: All the computations
are executed at one node for
deciding the control action [VL]
• Propagation impact of attack:
Any of DGs can be a potential
entry point for an attack to the
centralized node — since a DG is
directly connected to the
centralized node (in some topology
with a few more links), by
compromising it, it is possible to
take over the centralized node [VL]

• Communication: The failure of
one of the communication link
makes associated cluster to be out
of service — existence of back up
links reduces overall failure
probability [L]
• Computing: Computation are
done in the lead nodes. [L,M]
• Propagation impact of attack:
Any of DGs within a cluster is a
possible attack entry point — by
compromising a DG, an attacker
can take over the lead node of the
cluster [M]

• Communication: No
communication links between DGs.
[VH]
• Computing: Computations are
completely independent for each of
the node. [VH]
• Propagation impact of attack:
Since there is no communication
between DGs, compromising a DG
can only impact on it (not other
DGs) — network performance can
be impacted — the DGs can be
compromised through the
supervisory node [VH]

• Communication: Result of a
communication link failure, a few
nodes can become out of service
(depends on link topology). [H]
• Computing: Computations are
coordinated through other nodes.
[H,VH]
• Propagation impact of attack: If
an attacker is able to compromise a
DG, it is possible to take over the
neighbors — the distance between
a DG and compromised DG has
inverse relation with the probability
of the attacker access. [H]
schemes for various DER functionalities. The risk and the recommended
security mechanisms to be deployed for these control schemes have
later been discussed in this paper, and are required to be used alongside
Table 1 to compare the performance of these control schemes.

Since the discussed control and frameworks are majorly supported
by communication systems; and in this regard, various communication
and data exchange framework will be discussed in the next section.

3. DER communications and data exchange framework

The requisite communication protocols must have the capability
to support the desired DER functionalities while providing the data
exchange interfaces. This will be in conjunction with enough mea-
sures to avoid unwanted intrusions. Such interfaces are required to
be regulated under interconnection standards and agreements, such as,
IEEE 1547 and CA Rule 21. Based on these standards [103], the main
communication requirement for DER-interfacing can be summarized as

follows:
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1. Availability of fast peer to peer (P2P) communication
2. Should be networkable throughout the utility enterprise
3. Network availability should be high
4. Should ensure guaranteed delivery times
5. Built on well-established standards
6. Capable of interoperability among various vendors
7. Ensures support for voltage and current data-samples
8. Capable of intra-DER file exchange
9. Has the capability of auto-configuration during communication

failure
10. Compatible with standard security protocols

In this regard, a technical report available in [104] provides a
comprehensive review of communication requirements and standard
protocols for the DERs. In the following paragraphs, we first review
the DER system architectures. Subsequently, standard communication

protocols for data exchange will be introduced.



3.1. DER system architecture

DER’s integration has instigated new communication requirements
with the need for more flexible and bi-directional communication
architecture [105]. As discussed, one uses a mix of the decentralized
agent-based framework, local control, distributed control architecture,
along with centralized supervisory monitoring and control in the mod-
ern electricity grid. The control action is often implemented through
the communication infrastructure, and, this way, communication in-
frastructure mimics control architecture. In this regard, the EPRI report
on Cyber Security for DER Systems is notable for introducing a five-level
hierarchical DER architecture for coordinated DER operation [106].
This report also discusses associated security requirements for reliable
deployment. Inspired by this architecture (see [106]), we readjust it
to cover the aforementioned DER functionalities (discussed in Sec-
tion 2) that require fast supervisory and communication infrastructure,
and, the three levels of such a hierarchical architecture is illustrated
in Fig. 4. Different levels in this architecture leverage the high ab-
straction and alternative hierarchical DER communications which are
enumerated below. The discussion of each of the levels is also partially
borrowed from [106].

1. Autonomous Cyber-Physical DER Generation and Storage
2. Facility DER Management Systems
3. Distribution Utility Operational Analytics

3.1.1. Autonomous cyber-physical DER generation and storage (local level)
As seen in Fig. 4, this level resides at the lowest hierarchical level

and primarily consists of different DERs, such as distributed generators,
storage devices, and controllable loads, that interact with the grid-
based on local measurements. Often, the pre-adjusted set-points are
obtained from higher levels. These autonomous DERs can regulate the
system’s dynamics instantaneously and while reacting to emergencies,
such as islanding detection, V/FRT. The local controllers can also
coordinate among themselves to lead the system to a desired oper-
ating point. Local controllers are also responsible for sending local
measurements to upper layers for supervisory control, monitoring,
and providing an alert when required. Based on the communicated
set points these local controllers may deploy local/distributed control
actions. Alternatively, these local controllers may be entirely reliant
on the upper level for the control action in a centralized/decentralized
control framework.

3.1.2. Facility DER management system (facility level)
The Facility DER management system in Fig. 4, regulates the opera-

tion of the autonomous cyber–physical DER layer by sending necessary
supervisory/direct control actions. The facility’s boundary might be as
small as a residential home, or as sizable as business and industrial
establishments such as campuses, shopping centers, industrial com-
bined heat and power (CHP), hospitals, even a microgrid, and virtual
power plant (VPP). The facility management system can also compute
and communicate necessary control actions while being coordinated
by the distribution utility. Here, DER’s configuration is adjusted by
both facility operator, utilities and retail energy providers (REPs) for
regulating local energy management systems (EMS) outcome and grid
coordination respectively. Thusly, connection of these DERs to the fa-
cility management system is usually the gateway for integrating DER to
the utility. Wireless protocols, such as Zigbee or LoWPAN, are popular
for easy and cheap installation in a small-sized facilities like homes.
Residential DERs might also be connected to smart meters through
Home Area Network (HAN) which is located on the residential home
side. HAN might also provide other home automation services, such
as home energy management, surveillance control, and monitoring.
Equivalent local networks utilized for business/building and industrial

site is called BAN and IAN respectively [107].
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A Virtual power plant (VPP) [108] shares similar kinds of function-
alities as DERMS, but often connected to the distribution network for
operation. A VPP consists of multiple DERs, such as conventional gen-
erators and intermittent generating resources, alongside controllable
loads, electric vehicles (EV), and residential or large scale storage units,
to mimic the operation of a conventional power plant [109]. Such close
coupling with a conventional power plant is facilitated by communica-
tion infrastructure, and in this regard, they can be called the Internet of
Energy (IoE) [105]. This way, VPP managed distribution network can
remain invisible to the utility, and can operate in isolated/microgrid
mode.

Utilities or virtual power plant (VPP) managers often trade into
the market through partners such as REP, aggregators, or other third
parties. Therefore, DERs are connected to the utilities through the asso-
ciated ICT. The communication is usually implemented using standard
IP based protocols, following the guidelines suggested by IEEE 1547.

3.1.3. Distribution utility operational analytics (utility level)
The DER management system (DERMS) is a software framework for

facilitating the visibility of DER to the distribution system operators
(DSO) for the operational coordination [110]. As shown in Fig. 4,
this platform operates alongside the advanced distribution management
system (ADMS) and supervises the high-level functioning of the DERs
and distribution network itself. DER Management System (DERMS)
determines the desired performance requirement and communicates
the requisite configuration and associated command to a specific or
a group of devices. This way, aggregation of the DERs facilitates ef-
ficient communication [111,112]. Typically, clustering or aggregation
is carried out based on network topological, vendor-specific, or special
functional requirements. Considering this, the California Energy Com-
mission has suggested Utility-DER communication recommendations,
control architectures, and DER clustering approaches [112]. While util-
ity communication to the DERs is generally asynchronous, emergency
control actions can be broadcasted or multicasted simultaneously. Fre-
quently, when the central controller resides on the DERMS, it can
also directly control individual or DER clusters. Different kinds of
data might be transferred through this layer, such as, emergency turn
on/off command, mode switching command, parameter configuration,
providing ancillary services, and P2P communication between facility
DER management systems [113].

In the grid connected mode, this layer also facilitates information
exchange between Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) and In-
dependent System Operator (ISO), and Retailers and utilities for bulk
power exchange, while ensuring power quality standards. In this re-
gard, the existing coordination schemes among the transmission system
operator (TSO) and distribution system operator (DSO) are discussed
in [114] for a network with high penetration of DERs.

Apart from the discussed communication architectures, among other
architectural models, a hybrid communication architecture based on
connecting DERs to the smart meter through the home area network
(HAN) is presented in [115]. The information is collected in Data
Aggregation Point (DAP), through a neighborhood network (NAN), and
finally, the wide-area network (WAN) provides a communication link to
the DMS and DERMS. The categorization for the requisite communica-
tion schemes of DER integration is presented in [111]. Challenges and
trends in the existing communication architectures for DER integrated
microgrid (MG) and distribution system is presented in [116].

As already indicated, it is imminent that the discussed DER function-
alities (in Section 2) can be coordinated through either of the discussed
three layers of the developed architecture. Table 2 depicts a brief
account of the activities of each of the layers, which can vary signif-
icantly depending on the control objectives. The control functionalities
considered in this table are partially obtained from Sandia’s report for
cybersecurity recommendations [117]. Here, since some of the requisite
control action is addressed in the facility layer when the microgrid gets

isolated, the actions of facility and utility layer are merged together in



Fig. 4. Extended Three-Level Hierarchical DER System Architecture.
most of the cases. The discussed table helps us identify the essential
critical communication channel requiring additional fortification, fail-
ing which the security of associated functionalities of the DER will be
severely compromised.

3.2. DER standard communication protocols

There exist a few standard communication protocols recognized by
the IEEE 1547 to facilitate implementation of the discussed commu-
nication architectures. These include IEEE 1815, IEC 61850, Modbus,
and IEEE 2030.5 [104]. We will briefly discuss them in the following
paragraphs.
10
3.2.1. IEEE 2030.5
Smart Energy Profile (SEP2) or IEEE 2030.5 protocol is explicitly

developed for communicating DER with other network entities in the
smart grid environment [4,118]. It is the default application level
protocol in California Rule 21 [104]. The evolution of IEEE 2030 to
satisfy the requirements set by the IEEE 1547 standard is discussed
in the technical report [119]. IEEE 2030.5 has Representational state
transfer (RESTful) architecture along with an HTTP interface. SEP 2.0
supports both User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and TCP/IP, operating
for IPv4 and IPv6. The overview of the IEEE 2030.5 and the utility
of this protocol to ensure interoperability among DERs and various
other analytics platforms are discussed in [118]. Deployment of several



Table 2
DER Functionalities and Associated Control Actions.

Example DER
Functionalities

Example Control Objectives
/Modes

Local Layer Facility Layer Utility Layer

Monitoring Monitor DER status and
output

Communicate local measurements,
including individual DER alarm and
supporting informations to the
hierarchically upper data
aggregation points (DAP)

DAP/SCADA receives signal — MEMS/ADMS
processes these information to monitor overall system
behavior and performance

Voltage Control
(VC)

Voltage–Watt mode DERs operation is regulated through
the settings provided from upper
layer (or, DERs directly responds to
the control action from the upper
layer) following hysteresis and
delayed action to avoid hunting —
two-quadrant operation for typical
generators (diesel/inverter-based) &
four-quadrant operation for storage
devices

MEMS issues control settings in
local or distributed control (or,
individual control actions in
decentralized control) to DERs on
behalf of the operator — control
settings can be specifically designed
to operate DERs in a constant
power-factor mode or generate no
reactive power at all during
generating hours

Utility provides control settings to
the DERs through MEMS

Volt–Var mode Local controllers coordinate (in
distributed control)/ operate around
the control settings (in local
control)/ directly follow control
actions (in centralized and
decentralized control) — DERs
operate on all four coordinates —
DERs can be specifically instructed
to operate in this mode during
off-generating hours — can be
designed to provide maximum
reactive support autonomously
during faulted condition

Coordinators may be located within MEMS/ADMS in
centralized/decentralized control, or, MEMS/ADMS
can provide local controller with set points in
decentralized/local control to the DERs — settings
provided during emergency condition should be fast
— otherwise slow communication channel would
suffice

Frequency Control
(FC)

Participation in AGC
(multisecond basis)

DERs (under signed agreement by
its operator) respond to AGC signal
directed to it in a decentralized
control — centralized control is not
possible due to DERs are not visible
to the operator — both frequency,
area control error (ACE) and control
settings needs to be provided —
alternatively, control actions can be
directly provided to DERs

MEMS/ADMS redirects AGC action in
microgrid/grid-connected mode — AGC command
comes from the operator in the grid-connected mode
& calculated locally in the islanded mode —
post-islanding, if DERs remain connected to the local
distribution utility, the AGC settings are provided by
ADMS, else it will come from MEMS

Mitigate fast frequency
deviations (sub-second basis)

If registered, local controllers
autonomously take decisions based
on communicated droop settings in
local control — the central
controller can also communicate
control actions directly to DERs

The droop and other control parameters are
calculated by MEMS/ADMS based on individual DER
ratings — operational bottleneck and fluctuating
system inertia will require these parameters to be
frequently updated (update frequency is slow-enough
compared to requisite control action)

Anti-Islanding
protection (AI
protection)

Passive Measurement-based
Approach

Local DERs connects/disconnects
the DERs based on discrepancies in
the local measurements — in
another scheme, local controller
continuously monitors signal of
certain frequency-band in the PLC
and connects/disconnects based on
the availability of the said signal

ADMS issues set points and updates them frequently
based on system condition

Active Measurement-based
Approach

Local DERs inject disturbances and
respond to the resulting
discrepancies in the local
measurements

MEMS/ADMS continuously provides set-points to
prohibit the DERs from injecting certain signals into
the grid to avoid the system to go into instability
when the system is in healthy condition

Direct Command-based
Control

DERs connect or disconnect based
on higher level command — no
local monitoring and control are
required

ADMS continuously observes recloser positions —
following an event broadcasts the DER controllers to
take action

Switch from Grid
Connected and
Microgrid Mode and
vice versa
(G2MG/MG2G)

Detect and operate within
an islanded microgrid and
connect back once healthy
condition is established

Disconnection of DERs is
coordinated by other DER
functionalities, such as, V/FRT and
AI protection — higher level
entities (MEMS) should coordinate
the reconnection of DERs into the
grid

Set points for the utilized functionalities V/FRT and
anti-islanding protection schemes comes from this
layer — MG2G scheme is always supervised by
hierarchically upper layer management systems,
ADMS/MEMS

Voltage/Frequency
Ride Through
(V/FRT)

Ensure DERs remain
connected following voltage
or frequency events

Local DERs not only required to
remain connected during voltage
and frequency excursion events, but
also provide fast VAR support
(operate in a volt–var control
mode) while limiting real power
injection to limit feeding to the
faults

VAR support control signal, maximum power injection
limits and duration of remaining connected into the
grid to be periodically updated by ADMS/MEMS
11
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IEEE 2030.5 protocol-based communication system for smart grid are
underway. Implementation status of one of such projects can be found
in [120]. The development of a testbed utilizing IEEE 2030.5 for
cyber–physical security analysis is discussed in [121].

3.2.2. IEEE 1815:DNP3
The standard protocol IEEE 1815 enables real-time communications

for DERs [122]. In this regard, DNP is specifically developed for the
transmission of data and control messages, which is also capable of
working in the low-speed channel. It is a master–slave protocol where
the master reaches out to the slaves regularly, while also enabling
slaves to initiate communication for fast data exchanges when re-
quired. DNP3 is originally developed for serial communication, but it
is evolving to work in IP interface at high speed. Some of the features
of DNP3 are data timestamp, message broadcasting, data clustering,
setting quality flag and report-by-exception. These features make DNP3
popular for SCADA applications, and IEEE recognizes it as one of the
standard protocols for rapid communication with DERs. A testbed uti-
lizing IEEE 1815:DNP3 communication protocol for the energy storage
management system application is proposed in [123].

3.2.3. IEC 61850
IEC 61850 utilizes object-oriented abstraction of data items and

functions for different communication nodes by creating data/function
objects to be transmitted over the communication network. It con-
stitutes of a hierarchical architecture, accounts for communication
requirement for the DERs in its information model. In this regard, [124]
discusses application of IEC 61850 for DERs. The review of the IEC
61850 protocol to satisfy the new needs of the smart grid is considered
in [125]. The microgrid protection system is modeled by utilizing
logical nodes based on IEC 61850 in [126].

3.2.4. Modbus
Like DNP3, the Modbus is a master–slave communication protocol.

It is widely used in the industrial control system due to its simplicity,
speed, efficiency, and reliability. SunSpec Modbus is an implementation
of Modbus that enables efficient implementation of communication
protocols, while standardizing the vendor-independent application de-
veloping process, enabling interoperability. While its original version
was implemented in the serial network, Modbus TCP works over IP
network. However, for the deployment of this standard in the integra-
tion of DERs, one must be aware of its lack of security features. The
development of the testbed with Modbus TCP for the voltage control is
discussed in [127]. In [128], this protocol has also been implemented
to show its efficacy in the DERs communication.

3.2.5. OpenADR
Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) is first developed

as a research project to support California’s energy policy objectives,
and, there is a notable research thrust around it [129–131]. While
the OpenADR requires gateway devices such as EMS or aggregators
for interfacing the utilities with DERs, IEEE 2030.5 can directly con-
nect to the DER controllers. Nevertheless, OpenADR ensures a high-
security level for the communication, while allowing flexibility of
information model. Furthermore, this communication protocol provides
a communication interface between utilities, aggregators, and DERs.

4. Vulnerabilities and threats

One of the key points that can be observed in the discussion on DER
standard communication protocols is that these protocols often lack
security features, making their use cyber-vulnerable. This section will
discuss various cyber vulnerabilities, types of attack, and, consequently,
the defense mechanisms. The risks of several DER functionalities are

also compared and contrasted.

1

4.1. Fundamentals of cyber security

Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA) are the three pri-
mary pillars for analyzing the cybersecurity of a cyber–physical model
[132]. The objective of any security-related policies, standards, and
guidelines is to obtain the corresponding CIA. Therefore, the security
of the DERs’ communication infrastructure needs to be corroborated by
these factors. Furthermore, the CIA of a cyber–physical system can be
handled using the AAA framework that constitutes of Authentication,
Authorization, and Accounting [104]. In this segment, the triad of the
CIA model is introduced.

Confidentiality indicates the situation, where, access of unautho-
ized individuals to confidential and privileged information is pre-
ented [133]. Primarily, access control and encryption are the security
echanisms that are employed to ensure confidentiality. Under the
AA framework, confidentiality relies on authentication, which is uti-

ized to confirm the entities’ identity and ensure that only permitted
ntities are granted encrypted information using the confidential keys.
uthentication without encryption can suffer from eavesdropping at-

acks [104]. Additionally, entities’ authorization to execute actions is
enerally regulated by access control. In view of authorization control,
sers are typically divided into various categories for restricting their
ccess according to assorted privilege levels [104].
Integrity refers to the protection of cyber–physical systems and their

ssociated data flows against malicious modifications or harms [133].
ultiple mechanisms and approaches, including the provision of mu-

ual exclusion mechanism, error detection, correction of file systems,
yclic redundancy checking (CRC), Hardware RAID, checksums, and
ash functions, ensure the integrity of a system [104].
Availability refers to granting permanent and reliable access to infor-

ation by the eligible individuals [133]. Availability is conventionally
nhanced by proper analysis, design, implementation, redundancy, and
onfiguration of a system or network [104].

.2. Threats and vulnerabilities in the DER interfaces

Miscellaneous factors that threaten the desirable operation of DER
nterfaces are reviewed in this subsection. These factors can be cat-
gorized into two groups. The first one concerns the system-driven
actors that are related to managerial issues. The second group discusses
he use of technical solutions to amend the limitation of the existing
ecurity mechanisms.

.2.1. System driven factors
1. Lack of Direct Supervision: The owners primarily operate DER

systems without direct supervision [106,134,135].
2. Lack of Customers Security Expertise: The customers, who

often do not have enough security expertise, must be allowed
to adjust the requisite configuration on DERs. This escalates the
security vulnerabilities [106,134].

3. Increasing Reliance on Fast Communication: The widespread
use of DERs interfaces leads to the growth in the required
connections and attack entry points [106].

4. Different Available Communication Protocols and
Standards: As discussed earlier, although various communica-
tion protocols exist that are suitable for DERs’ communication,
not all of them encompass built-in security features. Moreover,
existence of multiple standards and their widespread use make it
difficult to select the best practice [106]. Furthermore, the lack
of standardized operating procedures creates misunderstand-
ings, often leading to imprecise actions, improper situational
response, and confusion during emergencies [117].

5. General Lack of Expertise: Lack of proficient experts in both
DER functionality and cybersecurity engenders poor judgment
on requisite actions [106,117]. This increases the number of
incorrect settings adjustment on DERs that can significantly

lessen the security [117].
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6. Several Functionalities: DER interfaces can support a wide
range of functionalities. Inappropriate configurations over these
functionalities can significantly increase the security vulnerabil-
ities [106]. Moreover, the availability of such a large number of
functionalities sophisticates the system analysis [117].

7. Utilization of the Public Internet: Unlike bulk generators,
DERs are commonly interfaced through public internet net-
work [136], increasing the system’s attack surface.

8. Inability to Detect Loss: The inability of DERs to detect the
loss of grid, typically, results in safety issues, uncertainties, and
emergency conditions. For example, DER systems must be dis-
connected upon islanding detection. However, their traditional
anti-islanding mechanisms may fail to detect power loss because
of the interference of other DERs functionalities [117].

4.2.2. Limitation of existing security mechanisms
1. Insufficient Protection against Backdoor Access: DER ven-

dors typically reserve a communication endpoint or keep certain
port open for future updates and maintenance. Nonetheless, this
backdoor port exposes the DER-interface software to external
cyber-threats [117].

2. No Encryption: Inadequate processing capabilities in remote
DERs prevent implementation of some conventional security
mechanisms such as encryption [136].

3. Poor Password Management: After a grid emergency, utility
operators need to access DERs remotely and handle the opera-
tions to avoid network collapse. The operator may fail to access
the DER interface upon unavailability of the password [117].

4. Poor Certificates Management: Certificate necessitates being
renewed prior to the expiration regularly. If a system does
not meet this requirement, DERs will stop responding to the
coordinators’ commands [117].

5. Software Updates and Patches Management: Inadequate vali-
dation, checks, and tests before the software and patches update,
pave the way for attackers to inject malicious codes into them.

4.3. Attacks

The cyberattacks on DERs can have tremendous impacts on their
cyber–physical functionalities. As discussed before, although, increas-
ing modern DER systems’ reliance on communication interfaces en-
hances the system’s operation remarkably [137], this usually increases
attack surface from the security point of view [138,139]. Attackers
can potentially target various operating modes of DERs, which result
in a diverse range of physical ramifications. For example, an attack to
deviate the set-point from the unity in the constant power factor mode
possibly leads to increasing system loss and create voltage regulation
issues. In the active power mode, fabricating the upper limit of DER’s
allowed active power, results in a mismatch between power consump-
tion and scheduled generation and affects the grid’s frequency. By the
same token, manipulating the DERs’ scheduled injected reactive power
destabilizes voltage magnitude [140]. Likewise, network voltage can be
compromised through modification of voltage-reactive droop curve in
(volt–var) mode or similar setting in (volt–watt) mode. Furthermore, if
the attacker manipulates characteristic curve in active power-reactive
power (watt-var) mode of DERs, it might lead to disconnection of corre-
sponding DERs. Compromising frequency droop (frequency-watt) mode
degrades frequency and it might result in frequency collapse [95,141].
The side effects of these attacks can also be magnified provided that the
attacker gains access over the multiple operating modes of DERs [142].

In the following paragraphs, various attack types are discussed.
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4.3.1. Network reconnaissance:
The initial phase for an attacker to acquire the knowledge about

the cyber–physical system is network reconnaissance [143]. The ad-
versary can utilize different tools such as Nmap and OpenVAS, to
gather information about the DER-interfaces, like, open ports, various
services running on the devices, IP, MAC addresses, operating services,
etc. [144].

4.3.2. Eavesdropping:
Eavesdropping is known as a passive attack where an attacker

attempts to obtain legitimate data and information about the system.
This data is subsequently used for other cyberattacks or malicious
objectives [95,141,145].

4.3.3. Packet replay:
Packet replay targets the data transmission in a communication

network. In this attack, data packets among DER client applications
and the devices are recorded by an adversary. Then, the packets are
altered with malicious code, and eventually are re-transmitted. The
primary purpose of this attack is to introduce a delay in the commu-
nication [95,141]. An example of this attack is presented in [144].
TCP/IP-based communication can decrease the DERs’ vulnerabilities
from packet reply cyberattack [143,145]. This is the result of a three-
way handshaking method implementation in TCP/IP protocol, which
means the attacker requires access to the unique session ID generated
during an initial three-way handshake by DER devices.

4.3.4. Spoofing:
In the spoofing attack, an adversary utilizes fake security certificates

to falsify the ownership of public keys. By acquiring unauthorized
access over public-key certificates, an attacker can expand their unau-
thorized access to DER system services and initiates future attacks [95,
141,145].

4.3.5. Man in the middle (MITM):
MITM attack in the DER system refers to the modification of com-

municated data between the DER devices and client applications where
confidentiality and integrity of the data are targeted and can lead
to modification or deletion of the data. One way an adversary can
implement the MITM is through eavesdropping on communications
among the DER clients and the devices [95,143,145,146]. Detailed
explanations along with examples can be found in [144,147,148].

4.3.6. Denial of Service (DoS):
DoS is a type of attack in which an adversary disrupts legitimate

users’ access by occupying the resources or communication bandwidth.
This attack leads to severely increased latency of legitimate users, dis-
ruption of information flow, and intermittent connections that impact
the availability of the communicated data linking the DER applications
and devices. This attack is applied by overwhelming the DER device’s
open ports with injecting abnormal fast traffic continuously [117,143–
145]. Detailed example of the DOS attack are presented in [95,149].

4.3.7. Modified firmware upload:
This attack targets the authentication and integrity of updating

the firmware of DER embedded systems to corrupt the DERs’ func-
tionality with injecting malicious codes into the firmware of the DER
interface [143]. It is typically performed through a telnet session or
FTP.
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Table 3
Direct impacts of attacks on Confidentiality (C), Integrity(I), and Availability (A).

Attack C I A

Network Reconnaissance � × ×
Eavesdropping � × ×
Packet Replay × � ×
Spoofing × � ×
Man in the middle � � ×
Denial Of Service × × �
Modified Firmware Upload × � ×
Maintained Logs per device � × ×
Password Handling � × ×

4.3.8. Maintained logs per device :
Appropriate and precise logs facilitate the process of attacks or

security events monitoring on the DER interfaces. Commonly, a log
captures various features of the devices, including but not limited to the
external connection of devices, self-test summarization, modification on
DER configuration notice, and grid situation. Logs can provide accurate
information about the events, along with the date and timestamp, type,
and source of the event. Archiving the logs is inescapable considering
memory efficiency requirements. Failing to provide appropriate access
control for data log can induce large security ramifications [143].

4.3.9. Password handling:
Exchanging password in a plaintext format among DERs is prone

to the password handling attack. Intruders can take advantage of ob-
tained access for unauthorized login and manipulate of the operational
configuration of the DER devices [143].

In this regard, Table 3 analyzes the impact of various attack types
based on the CIA triad. The attacks on confidentiality can be the
precursor for attacks on integrity and availability. Also, compromised
integrity can lead to an attack on availability.

5. Cyberattack and defense mechanisms

Grid resilience and cybersecurity of the cyber-power system are two
ey phrases that have recently acquired significant attention from
olicy-makers in the energy sector. Here, the grid resilience is about
roactive prevention of the critical infrastructures from physical dam-
ge, if feasible, and faster recovery, and is primarily enabled by the
ERs. However, coordination requirements of the large fleet of the
ERs in a smart grid make them prone to cyberattacks [117,150].

ncreasing cyber vulnerabilities can also have a negative impact on the
ecoverability of critical infrastructure, following a disaster.

The techniques and standards that enhance grid resiliency by im-
roving the system’s capabilities against cyber-attacks are presented in
his section.

.1. Techniques and best practices

The techniques to lock down access to the information (through
he utilization of encryption of device-level information, authentication
ased access to the devices, encrypted communications, enforcement of
ecurity through utilization of various protocols, and continuous moni-
oring) have severe limitations. Locking down the access to the devices
s mainly reactive. Moreover, finding the security holes are beyond the
apabilities of an organization, leading us to the slower deployment
f patches. The use of these advanced security-enforcing techniques is
lso computationally expensive due to extensive memory, processing
equirements, and networking overhead [136]. A description of various
ecurity techniques that defend the system against cyberattacks are

etailed as follows.
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SM1 The use of cryptography can encrypt data exchange, thus lim-
iting transmission of information as plain text [143]; enforcing
confidentiality [104]. However, the large computational require-
ment will add processing delays [140,146] of applications em-
bedded within DER-devices, while significantly increasing de-
ployment expense. The use of selective encryption can solve both
of these challenges [151], considerably reducing communication
latency.

SM2 While encryption can protect the confidentiality of the transmit-
ted message, it cannot ensure the immutability of transmitted
messages. The use of mechanisms, such as Message Authenti-
cation Codes through cryptographic control, can guarantee the
integrity of the transmitted data [151]. The use of Message
Authentication Codes for DER communications are presented
in [140,145].

SM3 Access Control Lists (ACL) are developed to limit access to
the systems’ entities [104,117]. Role-based access controls can
be used to strictly enforce access to the resources of a sys-
tem [136,146]. This way, one can ensure that access to a specific
database or application remains limited to authorized users.
Furthermore, in a role-based control, only predecided finite set
of user with particular objectives are allowed application access.
The use of ACL to access information from advanced metering
infrastructure is presented in [152].

SM4 Network Address Translation (NAT) can isolate the external
entities from direct access to the DER-devices [104,117]. In this
regard, [151] recommends locking down each DERs using a .252
sub-net mask. Refs. [153–155] suggest the use of NAT for the
DERs.

SM5 Intrusion monitoring is one of the key requirements to detect
the presence of malicious and illegal traffic and prevent them
from accessing DERs devices [156,157]. Both Intrusion Detec-
tion System (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) can
help us in this regard [140], and IPS specifically blocks and pre-
vents additional traffic from suspected IP address from accessing
DERs [104,117,146,151].

SM6 Network segmentation using multiple VLANs can prevent di-
rect access among Operational Technology (OT), Information
Technology (IT), and management networks by building an air
gap [151]. This approach can be utilized as a security mecha-
nism for DERs [142,158,159].

SM7 In addition to monitoring network traffic, one needs to maintain
traffic and action logs to enable the intrusion detection system or
operators to detect anomalies in the operation of the DERs [140,
160].

SM8 As indicated, due to the reactive nature of security updates,
networked software and applications are required to be regu-
larly patched [151], to prevent the entire system from security
vulnerabilities. Continuous patching enhances the protection of
DER-devices against DoS and least privilege attacks [141]. Need-
less to mention, the source of these security updates and patches
is required to be certified to avoid further security ramifications,
such as malware injection [161].

SM9 All the unused ports must be disabled or secured to eliminate
unauthorized access to the DERs [151]. This can be imple-
mented by deploying firewalls, where only white-listed entities
are allowed to access specific ports [140].

M10 Transport Layer Security (TLS) guarantees the availability of a
secure and reliable communication link among connected hosts.
Use of TLS for communication among DERs can help our sys-
tem to remain protected against MITM, eavesdropping, replay,
spoofing attacks, etc. [95,141,151].

M11 For the establishment of a secure connection, multiple Certifica-
tion Authorities (CA) enables the capability to check certificates
to authenticate the user. If a connection is established using

an expired certificate, the certificate will be moved into the
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Certification Revocation List (CRL) [145,151], and the session
will be terminated. Furthermore, enforcement of session time-
out policies ensures the capability to lock the connection beyond
a certain period of no-activity [104].

M12 The use of TELNET must be entirely stopped and need to be
upgraded to the latest version of sTELNET for remote logins. The
use of sTELNET in DER applications are suggested in [143,162,
163].

M13 The use of FTP must be upgraded to be used in conjunction with
SSL [143,162,163] for enhanced security.

M14 Since the exchange of passwords is a standard way to verify
an user’s authenticity, the exchange of passwords as plain text
should be prohibited, and password exchange is also required to
be secured for all DER users. Furthermore, the use of a password
of sufficient length and complexity can prevent a malicious
attacker from gaining access privileges [95,140]. These creden-
tials can also be used to ensure privileged access to specific
users [143].

M15 Popular belief is that the use of a firewall can diminish the
impacts of DoS attacks and prevent unauthorized access to the
network, where, DERs are connected [143,146,164]. To properly
utilize the benefits of firewalls during the DoS attack, in-line
blocking devices can be used to supervise network traffic type
and directions [140].

M16 The MAC address of the DER devices and requisite port ac-
cess needs to be locked to prevent access to unauthorized traf-
fic [143].

M17 The implementation of AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and
Accounting) framework can help us to secure the communication
among DER devices [143].

M18 The principle of least privileges refers to limiting the access of
information and resources for each of the modules (depending
on the subject, it can be a process, a user, or a program) to
its bare minimum value. Such a limited access can improve the
security of a network system significantly [140]. Furthermore,
if a module does not require access to a certain resource for its
legitimate task anymore, access to it must be revoked [104,143,
165].

M19 Every IP packet in DER must be authenticated and encrypted.
Moreover, each session should be initialized using mutual au-
thentication [117].

M20 The VPN (Virtual Private Network) generates a tunnel across the
network, encrypts the entire IP packet, and encapsulates it. VPN
improves the security of the network significantly [117,164].
The use of VPN in DER communication is recommended by [11,
143,166].

M21 The risk of unauthorized access reduces significantly if multi-
factor authentication is used, and therefore, it is highly rec-
ommended in the literature to be used for accessing to DER
services. In this regard, simultaneous implementation of two out
of three of the following mechanisms is suggested [140]: 1)
knowledge assessment (through passwords), 2) inherent assess-
ment (through biometrics features), or 3) possession assessment
(through token).

Categorization of these techniques for ensuring secure access to the
ER devices, based on the CIA triad, is provided in Table 4.

.2. DER resiliency

Under the resourcefulness, robustness, and recovery characteristics
ramework, the resiliency of infrastructure can be defined based on
voidance of the operation failure, or minimization of service breaks
uring and after the unforeseen precarious events [167]. Resiliency can
e improved in two stages: 1) avoid and mitigate, and 2) response and

ecover. Improved system resiliency can prevent or limit the impacts of
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Table 4
Impacts of each security mechanism (SM) on Confidentiality (C), Integrity(I), and
Availability (A)

CIA Security mechanisms

Group 1- Confidentiality SM1, SM11, SM14, SM21
Group 2- Integrity SM2
Group 3- Confidentiality +
Integrity

SM3, SM5, SM9, SM10, SM12,
SM13, SM17, SM18, SM19, SM20

Group 4- Confidentiality +
Integrity + Availability

SM4, SM6, SM7, SM8, SM15,
SM16

the adverse actions, provide robust infrastructure design to lessen and
restrict the impact of an unpredictable unfortunate event, and, have
resource sufficiency for faster recovery into normalcy. Alternatively,
resiliency can be defined by the responsiveness of a system following
an unexpected event to minimize its ramification. The following points,
based on [168], are essential for the resiliency management of the
network with DER-devices.

• The risk assessment of the products and services of each stake-
holder is required to be carried out. This includes: (i) recognizing
the threats that can infect certain services and products, (ii)
understanding the vulnerabilities of those, (iii) evaluating the
likelihood of the threats, and (iv) identifying the impacts on each
product and services.

• Possible technological mitigation mechanisms to cater to those
threats.

• Cost–benefit analysis: balancing the impact of threats against the
implementation cost of mitigation solutions.

• Coordinating stakeholders to deploy the recommended mitigation
solutions.

The impact of threats, as described in [168], can be evaluated based
on the following parameters:

• Safety Impacts: As discussed in Section 2, DER devices should
not remain energized following the grid’s unavailability to which
it is connected. If not satisfied, this may pose threats to the repair
personnel, or lack of synchronization can lead to the failure of the
grid to which the DER is to be connected.

• Power Outage Impacts: Prolonged outage following distribu-
tion system infrastructure damage can lead to severe financial
damages to business and residential customers.

• Power Quality Impacts: Rapid voltage and frequency excursion
can significantly damage and/or reduce DER devices’ lives.

• Financial Impacts: The financial implication of the low-
probability events can be multitude. The customers will not
only lose business opportunities, but the cost of infrastructure
destruction can also be high, burdening the entire society.

• Environmental Impacts: Each of the existing infrastructure con-
tains a certain carbon footprint, destruction of which requires
redeployment increasing carbon-footprint for the entire society.
Often requisite deployment of diesel generators as a means of
rapid recovery also increases carbon footprint.

Increasing reliance of the distribution network on the commu-
nication network with increasing penetration of DERs makes them
vulnerable to physical and cyber-attacks. Therefore, the attack-resilient
framework constitutes several layers, including the cyber (communi-
cation) layer, physical (device) layer, and management/supervisory
layer. For effective management of the network, attack prevention,
attack detection, and attack response for all these layers needs to be
addressed [134]. The mitigation strategies of the unforeseen threats
rely on both engineering and cyber solutions, and neither of these
solutions alone can solve all the challenges.



5.3. Security mechanisms of the communication protocols

In this section, the discussed protocols in Section 3 are reviewed
from the security standpoint. Additionally, various mechanisms for the
enhancement of security are also discussed.

5.3.1. Modbus
Being a royalty-free open-protocol, the use of Modbus protocol in

the industry is wide-spread. Primarily, the Modbus protocol does not
come up with any baked in cybersecurity standard [169]. The lack
of security mechanisms makes this protocol vulnerable against several
kinds of attacks, such as DoS, MITM, and replay attacks [170]. For
example, a lack of encryption leads the information exchange as a part
of this protocol in the form of plain text. Consequently, this protocol
suffers from the lack of confidentiality. Furthermore, the Modbus proto-
col does not have any integrity checks such as Message Authentication
Codes validation. Thus, it is impossible to determine whether a message
has been altered within the communication channel [171]. Neverthe-
less, an attacker can flood the bandwidth with crafted packets leading
the assets unable to communicate. Therefore, this protocol cannot
ensure the availability of the communication interface [171]. Lack
of authentication requirement also facilitates an external adversary to
communicate malicious messages for execution [172].

However, due to its popularity, several mechanisms have been
developed over the years to ensure the possibility of secure commu-
nication across the network assets. Several encryption algorithms for
establishing a secure communication channel can be found in [173–
175], thus ensuring authentication against unauthorized command ex-
ecution. Use of external devices for the encryption and decryption of
the network traffic [104] utilizing bump-in-the-wire (BITW) encryption
technologies [176] can ensure confidentiality of Modbus protocol. The
use of TLS to provide secure communication in the Modbus protocol is
presented in [177]. Furthermore, provisioning of Hash-Based Message
Authentication Codes validation for secure Modbus communication is
presented in [178], ensuring integrity. Also, the use of SHA2, as devel-
oped in [170], also ensures integrity. Furthermore, several other works
utilizing IDS and IPS to provide secure communication for Modbus
protocols can be found in [171,179–182].

5.3.2. IEEE 2030.5
According to IEEE 2030.5, five mandatory function sets, such as

certificates, device capabilities, discovery, secured HTTP, and time syn-
chronization, are required to enable the secure exchange of messages.
This protocol uses TLS 1.2 for secure communications over the net-
work [104]. TLS provides message authentication and encryption using
the AES-CCM [183] algorithm. The exchange of digital certificates as
a part of TLS ensures authentication [117]. Additionally, as a part of
IEEE 2030.5, access control lists exist for every resource to permit using
them based on the authentication level. Furthermore, a registration
list also exists to validate users for authorized access to the clients.
Access to each of the devices are based on the three credentials, short
and long form device identifiers, and a 6-digit pin code. The built-
in authentication and authorization mechanisms provide secure access
to the resources/devices [184]. Also, IEEE 2030.5 utilizes native IPv6
for addressing the internet devices [185]. For devices with adequate
hardware resources, it is possible to implement additional security
mechanisms.

5.3.3. IEEE 1815 (DNP3)
The DNP3 protocol can provide secure authentication in both mas-

ter and outstation application layers. This addresses the challenges of
multiple security threats, including spoofing, firmware modification,
eavesdropping on exchanges of keys, and ensuring non-repudiation.
Ability to limit the connection based on specific IP-addresses, or ad-
dress range, while incorporating higher-level security layer validation
features helps protect DER-devices against the condition where multiple
16
devices are simultaneously trying to connect to the same device, which
may result in data loss or unintentional command execution [122].
While IEEE 1815 (DNP3) can utilize TLS to secure DER communi-
cations, the TLS support is not a necessity. Furthermore, the current
revision of the DNP3 protocol ensures end-to-end application layer
encryption [104].

However, there are numerous ways the security of the smart grid
deploying DNP3 protocol for real-time communication can be com-
promised [186–189]. Among them, evaluation of the impact of Re-
connaissance, Replay, and MITM attacks on different layers of the
communication network deploying the DNP3 standard is discussed
in [190].

DNP3-SA: DNP3 Secure Authentication (DNP3-SA) is a protocol
layer introduced between the application and transport layer of the
IEEE 1815 (DNP3) protocol. DNP3-SA creates a secure communication
session utilizing Message Authentication Codes, ensuring authentica-
tion and integrity of communication. Furthermore, the Authorization
Management Protocol (AMP) is developed to be used alongside DNP3-
SA to centrally manage the devices’ ability to communicate with each
other [191,192].

5.3.4. IEC 61850
Although like the Modbus protocol, there is no inherent security

feature in the IEC 61850 protocol, and it merely describes the infor-
mation model for communication among the DER devices, this protocol
can utilize other communication protocols, such as Manufacturing Mes-
sage Specification (MMS), Generic Object Oriented Substation Event
(GOOSE) that provides flexibility in communication among DER de-
vices. Moreover, DERs utilizing the IEC 61850 protocol for communica-
tion can utilize security features described in IEC 62351. In this regard,
security features provided by IEC 62351 includes security profiles
of TCP/IP, MMS protocol, secured network and system management,
key management, role-based access control, and architectural secu-
rity [104]. The security features are selected based on the application
requirement.

The impact of different kinds of cyber-attacks on the communication
network utilizing IEC 61850 can be found in [147,193,194]. The use
of different hash functions, including MD-5, SHA-1, and RSA for the
integrity of communication, is prescribed in [195]. Categorization of
the impact of DoS, password cracking, and eavesdropping attacks on
the network utilizing IEC 61850 is discussed in [196].

5.3.5. OpenADR
As defined by the NIST standard for cybersecurity, OpenADR [197]

provides a guideline to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, authenti-
cation, and message-level security requirements [104]. OpenADR 2.0
embraces existing common security mechanisms (such as, TLS). This
protocol also utilizes Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) certificates (Use
RSA or ECC algorithms for PKI certificates). It adopts an open architec-
ture [198] framework, and its applicability is not limited to any specific
DER technologies [197].

Multiple levels of security exist for OpenADR 2.0. Standard security
employs TLS for providing secure communication channels. Higher
security level additionally utilizes XML signatures for providing non-
repudiation for documentation purposes [197]. Various literature for
the evaluation of the security of OpenADR can be found in [131,199,
200].

Based on our discussion, security mechanisms for protecting the
DERs against various kinds of attacks with different communication
protocols are described in Table 5.



Table 5
DER Communication protocols’ security mechanisms.

Protocol Modbus IEEE 2030.5 DNP3 (DNP3-SA) IEC 61850*(described in the
IEC 62351)

OpenADR

Confidentiality × Encryption using HTTPS using TLS (optional) IEC 62351-9: Key Management PKI algorithms (RSA
or ECC)

Integrity × Message Integrity using HTTPS use key encryption to keep
session keys secure. DNP3-SA
use Message Authentication
Codes

IEC 62351-3 to 7: Security for
TCP/IP, MMS, Peer-2-Peer,
and network and system
management (use TLS)

using TLS and XML
signatures

Availability × × × × ×

Authentication × using HTTPS/certificate in Application Layer IEC 62351-3 covers
authentication

Using PKI
certificates

Authorization × registration list/certificate provided by AMP IEC 62351-8: Role-Based
Access Control

×

5.4. Major standards and guidelines for cybersecurity enhancement for the
DERs

5.4.1. NIST
Over the years, NIST has provided various cybersecurity standards.

For example, the NIST 7628 [201] presents an analytical framework
to develop an effective cybersecurity strategy of a smart grid. NIST
SP 800-82 [202] provides us with the guidelines to enable a secured
operation of an industrial control system, while ensuring that the
system operates reliably.

5.4.2. NERC/FERC
While the typical cybersecurity enhancing NERC standard is devel-

oped mainly for the bulk power system [203], as recommended by
FERC, some of the recommended practices can be suitably adapted
for the enhancement of DER-devices along with distribution networks
[204].

5.4.3. IEC
IEC 62351 standard [205] has mainly been developed to bridge

the security challenges that remain unaddressed by other standards.
Therefore, it incorporates the best security practices for information
exchange in the power systems. The focus of this standard is to en-
hance the security of the communication network, and address the
challenges of the different types of communication, such as, end-to-end
communication [206].

5.4.4. IEEE
IEEE standard 1547-2018 is the main cybersecurity-related stan-

dard for DERs. Other IEEE standards for DER integration include IEEE
C37.240 (cybersecurity requirements of substation automation, control
and protection devices) [207], IEEE 1686 (capabilities of intelligent
electronic devices for cybersecurity enhancements) [208], and IEEE
1711 (protection of SCADA interface from cyber vulnerabilities) [209].

5.4.5. IETF
While the primary scope of the Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF) is to develop standards for the effective management of the
internet-connected devices [104], some of these standards are relevant
to cybersecurity improvements. These standards gain additional signif-
icance with the integration of intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) in a
smart grid. In this regard, the best utilization methodology of Internet
Protocol Suite technologies for the smart grid design in an IP-based
infrastructure is discussed in IETF RFC 6272 [210]. Other standards
for cybersecurity enhancements can also be deployed to improve the

security of the DER-device interfaces.
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5.4.6. DOE
Two documents, desirable for the development of (i) a mecha-

nism to evaluate the security capabilities, while prioritize and improve
the cybersecurity capabilities of electricity subsector devices [211],
and (ii) risk management process based on current best practices in
regulatory requirements, various threat-definitions, and organizational
policies, while considering future challenges [212], are developed by
the Department of Energy.

6. Cessation and future trends

6.1. Summary

This paper provides a comprehensive review of control schemes,
given by centralized, decentralized, distributed, and local control with
increasing renewable DERs for a sustainable grid, as well as, associ-
ated communication requirements, cyber–physical vulnerabilities and
defense mechanisms. These high-level control schemes were compared
against various parameters to identify associated strengths and weak-
nesses in terms of their deployability (see Table 1). The utility of
these control schemes to satisfy several functional requirements by the
DERs are also detailed. Here, our objective was limited to the control
applications that extensively require fast communication network, only
to judge later the cyber–physical vulnerabilities introduced by such
communication requirements. Our discussion was limited to monitor-
ing, voltage control, frequency control, and other emergency control
actions, requiring fast communication interface. We discussed anti-
islanding detection and protection strategies and V/FRT techniques
among various emergency control actions. The impact of power-system
harmonics and its impact on communication lines were also discussed.
This gains immense importance in the future power grid with the high-
penetration of converter interfaced devices. Based on the discussed
extensive control requirements, a typical facility microgrid hierarchical
control architecture was also presented (see Fig. 3). Dependence of
various control layers for different control objectives are also discussed
(see Table 2).

Next, the existing DER system architectures were reviewed. Here,
we stressed on a three-level system architecture and discussed how
such an architecture (see Fig. 4) could satisfy the communication
requirement of the future grid. The location of diverse decision-making
entities in such system architecture and how miscellaneous controllers
communicate with each other and central decision-making entities are
also inspected. Subsequently, we reviewed DER communication proto-
cols (IEEE 2030.5, IEEE 1815:DNP3, IEC 61850, Modbus, OpenADR)
that can lead our desired DER communication system architecture into
reality.

Typically, the security mechanisms used for standard DER com-
munication protocols are analyzed based on CIA triad, and the CIA
can be handled using the AAA framework. We have also discussed

the various administrative factors and limitations of existing security



Fig. 5. Summarizing of DER functions, control schemes and security risk based on CIA.
Table 6
Security mechanisms of each protocol against the attacks: provided(�)/partial mechanism ( �)/no security mechanism
(×)

Attack/protocol Modbus IEEE 2030.5 DNP3 (DNP3-SA) IEC 61850

Network Reconnaissance × � � �

Eavesdropping × � � �

Packet Replay × � � �

Spoofing × � � �

Man in the middle × � � �

Denial Of Service × × × ×

Modified Firmware Upload × � � �

Maintained Logs per device × � � �

Password Handling: × � � �
mechanisms, creating vulnerabilities in the DER interfaces. Given the
existing DER interface vulnerabilities, we have discussed different kinds
of mechanisms an attacker can resort to. Each of the attack types is
compared against the CIA triad (see Table 3).

The cyber defense and security mechanism methods have been dis-
cussed next and explained how these mechanisms could prevent cyber-
attacks. Use of miscellaneous security mechanisms to reduce the cyber
vulnerability of the system through CIA-triad is given in Table 4. Based
on the security mechanisms that are provided by each communication
protocols, protection mechanisms to defend against various confiden-
tiality, integrity, availability, authentication and authorization-based
attacks are discussed in Table 5. Table 6 identifies the available se-
curity mechanisms for each communication protocol against different
cyberattacks. The security features provided by key standard communi-
cation protocols have been evaluated, and cybersecurity guidelines and
standards have been reviewed.

The risk of the attack can be defined with the combination of attack
surface (it has been discussed in cyber resiliency row of Table 1) and
impact level of the attack, which depend on the control scheme and the
DER’s function respectively. In Table 1, the control schemes including
local, distributed, decentralized, and centralized, are categorized into
very high, high, medium, and low resiliency, respectively. On the other
hand, the CIAs are measured for different DER functionalities in terms
of high, medium, and low, and is derived from [117]. Subsequently,
Table 7 demonstrates the computed risk level based on these metrics,
which has been utilized to find out the dependencies shown in Figs. 5
and 6.

Risk levels of various DER functionalities for different control
schemes and CIA triad have been summarized in Fig. 5. It is imminent
that utilization of a centralized control scheme increases the overall risk
in the network. On the contrary, the less communication requirement
in the local scheme, the fewer associated cyber risks. However, this
scheme extensively relies on the power system model. Furthermore, the
utilization of the centralized approach for frequency control notably
exposes the smart grid to the cyberthreats. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the
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Table 7
Security risk level based on surface of attack of control scheme and Impact level of
cyber attack for function, qualitative and quantitative score.

Control scheme Impact Measure on CIA

Resiliency Low Medium High

Centralized (Low) Low High Very High

Decentralized (Medium) Low Medium High

Distributed (High) Very Low Low Medium

Local (Very High) Very Low Very Low Low

level of impact and recommendation of various attacks and mitigation
measures respectively, for different DER functionalities and control
schemes. Security mechanisms utilized by different groups, as depicted
in Fig. 7, is given in Table 4. It can be concluded from these figures and
tables that utilization of distributed and decentralized techniques can
reduce severity of cyber risks, while enabling DERs to take advantage
of grid situational awareness to regulate their performance.

6.2. Challenges and research directions

Several possible research directions exist for achieving the best
security practices regarding DERs integration and thereby reducing
cyber vulnerabilities. In addition to general research on cybersecurity,
we need to increase our focus on the cybersecurity of industrial con-
trol systems, the internet of things, and utility applications, with a
special focus on DERs. This stems from the fact that although many
of the traditional security features can be easily imported for DER
application, the criticality of the electricity network imposes a special
challenge in the modern world, and security challenges of DERs can
be unique compared to traditional IP-connected devices. Furthermore,
in an electricity network, all the agents do not get equal priority,
while, allowable communication latency over various functionalities
can also vary widely. Coordinating numerous minuscule DER devices
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Fig. 7. Summarization of DER functions and mitigation methods for different control schemes.
with various attributes, clustering requirements, and location within
the network can be challenging. Moreover, as discussed, not all the
DER-operators are e-literate, increasing the vulnerabilities of the system
further. Consequently, the impact of human behavior on the improve-
ment of cyber vulnerabilities is required to be studied. This is to be done
in conjunction with the development of testbeds to conduct extensive
research on identifying key threats and vulnerabilities that challenge
DERs security. Security research needs to be in place for the quick
deployment of patches. As a conclusion, it can be stated that along with
extensive research on reduction of cyber vulnerabilities, comprehensive
analysis for DERs integration in cyber-power system will facilitate
enabling a sustainable and resilient grid.
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